FORTY  THOUSAND  AGAINST  THE  ARCTIC
After two hours the ice watch returned and dropped a
parcel with a small parachute. It contained the map of
our route ahead. The captain and his stall laid out their
plans of attack. A strategic line of approach was fixed; the
course decided by the thickness of Ice on the one hand and by
the time factor on the other. Choice of weapons was made.
Explosives against the heaviest massivcs; full steam through
the thin floes. I could understand what Arctic aviation
means much better after this experience than now when Ivan
Alcxandrovitch was simply praising its manifold blessings,
At Krasnoyarsk I had seen a woman doctor start in an
air ambulance on her round to native tribes and trading
outposts. At a time when Russia suffers most of all from
a shortage of scientifically trained people it is of the greatest
value to save her doctors months of travelling on river boats
and with dog teams. The radius of action for each medical
base in the North is widened. I also saw aeroplanes engaged
in forest observation. Before any new saw-mill is built
wood experts of the Northern Sea Route Administration fly
over large areas near the projected industrial centre and
assess the potential yield of the woods around. A regular
supply of logs is essential to keep a mill working according to
plan. The taiga is as difficult to penetrate as the tropical
jungle. Millions of acres of valuable woods have never
been entered by men.
Experience has taught the aerial observer much in the
last few years. At the beginning they could only just
estimate the expansion of the forest. Then they learnt to
determine the height of the trees from above by measuring
the shadow they cast at given times of clay and month.
Now they are able to tell the kind and quality of wood,
and even analyse its state of health. They also advise on
its accessibility. A decree was issued forbidding the Timber
Commissariat to build a factory unless they provided
evidence that it would pay, evidence based on the report
of aerial reconnaissance. Last year experiments were also

